Get the most from your excavator with Herder’s Rotating Tipper Bucket

Rotating Tipper Bucket CW 20-40
Expand the possibilities of your excavator with the Rotating Tipper Bucket

Herder builds and develops machines that meet the most stringent requirements. This applies to a hydraulic pump as much as it does to the bolt that fastens the joystick in the cabin. Of course our tools also satisfy the strictest requirements. The engineers at Herder leave nothing to chance, nor do the builders. The advantage for you as a user is that you can work in all conditions with equipment that is completely reliable. You can also be certain that the tool and machine fit each other perfectly.

**New: the Herder Rotating Tipper Bucket**

Herder expands the possibilities of your excavator with a Rotating Tipper Bucket. This Rotating Tipper Bucket was developed specially for unloading in the longitudinal direction of the ditch between the wheels/caterpillar tracks of the excavator. You can unload in front of and behind the excavator.

**The best solution for every excavator**

The Rotating Tipper Bucket is available in two standard models with 80-cm effective extension. One version is available for excavators smaller than 12 tonnes, and there is a heavy model for excavators of 12 tonnes and heavier. Herder also offers the possibility of building a boom in accordance with your special wishes and requirements. For example, you can have the Rotating Tipper Bucket extended, which results in greater radius.
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**You will achieve more with Herder**
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